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Isolation and identification of protein partners in multi-protein complexes are important in gaining fur-
ther insights into the cellular roles of proteins and determining the possible mechanisms by which pro-
teins have an effect in the molecular environment. The tandem affinity purification (TAP) method was
originally developed in yeast for the purification of protein complexes and identification of protein–pro-
tein interactions. With modifications to this method and many variations in the original tag made over
the past few years, the TAP system could be applied in mammalian, plant, bacteria and other systems
for protein complex analysis. In this review, we describe the application of the TAP method in various
organisms, the modification in the tag, the disadvantages, the developments and the future prospects
of the TAP method.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1 Abbreviations used: TAP, tandem affinity purification; ProtA, IgG-binding units of
Introduction

Recently, a large number of studies have focused on proteins
because it was realized that the intact genome sequence informa-
tion was not enough to explain and predict cellular mechanisms.
Proteins carry out and regulate the majority of cellular activities
and generally interact with neighboring proteins and form multi-
protein complexes in a time- and space-dependent manner [1],
or in response to intra- and intercellular signals. Within a protein
complex, each individual protein has a significant role within the
whole function of the complex and this function may rely on
association with other proteins. This combination of proteins
may provide regulation of protein activity through conformational
transformation or post-translational modification. It is increasingly
clear that functional research of single proteins in a complex orga-
nization may yield a better understanding of their functions [2].

Genome-wide yeast two-hybrid screens [3–5] and protein chip-
based methods [6] allow broader insight into the interaction
networks. However, the yeast two-hybrid system only produces
binary interactions and has the potential for false–positive and
false–negative results. As for protein chips, the task of purifying
and spotting proteins is time consuming and labor intensive. These
defects may limit their application in large scale protein complex
purification.
ll rights reserved.
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A generic protein complex purification strategy, named tandem
affinity purification (TAP)1 [7,8], in combination with mass spec-
trometry allows identification of interaction partners and purifica-
tion of protein complexes. This strategy was originally developed
in yeast and has been tested in many cells and organisms.

Overview of the TAP tag and the TAP method

The TAP method requires fusing a TAP tag to the target protein.
The TAP tag is composed of two IgG-binding units of protein A of
Staphylococcus aureus (ProtA) and a calmodulin-binding domain
(CBP), with a cleavage site for the tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease
inserted between them [7]. In addition to the C-terminal TAP tag,
an N-terminal TAP tag [8], which is a reverse orientation of the
C-terminal TAP tag, was also generated (Fig. 1A).

The TAP method involves the fusion of the TAP tag to proteins of
interest, either at the C- or N-terminus, and the transformation of
the construct into appropriate host organisms. Protein complexes
containing the TAP-tagged protein are purified from cell extracts
by two specific affinity purification steps (Fig. 2).

The TAP method has many advantages for researching protein
complexes and interactions. First, the TAP system enables rapid
protein Aof Staphylococcus aureus; CBP, calmodulin-binding domain; TEV, tobacco
etch virus; ADAP, adhesion and degranulation promoting adaptor protein; MCM,
minichromosome maintenance; EBNA1, Epstein–Barr nuclear antigen-1; Dm, Dro-
sophila melanogaster; RNAi, RNA interference;RNP, ribonucleoprotein; ProtC, protein C
epitope; HRV 3C, human rhinovirus 3C protease cleavage site; ProtG, IgG binding
units of protein G from Streptococcus sp.; SBP, streptavidin-binding peptide; HA,
hemagglutinin.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic sketch of the TAP tag. (A) The original C- and N-terminal TAP
tag. (B) Diversity of TAP tags developed over the past few years.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the original TAP method. In the first step, the protein complex,
which contains the tagged target protein, combines with an IgG matrix by the ProtA
fraction. The protein complex is then eluted using TEV protease under native
conditions. In the second step, the elution fraction of the first purification step is
incubated with beads coated by calmodulin in the presence of calcium. Subse-
quently, contaminants and the remainder of TEV protease used in the first step are
eliminated through washing. Ultimately, the target protein complex is obtained by
elution using EGTA.
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purification of protein complexes without knowing their function
or structure. Second, the TAP method allows for protein complex
purification under native conditions [7,8]. Third, the tandem puri-
fication steps are highly specific and eliminate the high back-
ground caused by contaminants. Finally, all protein complex
purification can be processed under the same conditions, thus
the results are reproducible and comparable, which is meaningful
in a large-scale systematic proteome analysis. Due to these advan-
tages, the TAP method has been successfully applied in the
research of protein–protein interactions in prokaryotic and eukary-
otic cells.
Application of the TAP method

With the development of the TAP approach over the past dec-
ade, this method has been employed in the analysis of protein–
protein interactions and protein complexes in many different
organisms, including yeast, mammals, plants, Drosophila and
bacteria (Table 1) [9].
TAP in yeast

The TAP method was originally developed for analysis of pro-
tein complexes in yeast at near-physiological conditions. Gavin
et al. [10] utilized TAP in the large-scale analysis of multi-protein
complexes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, in which 589 tagged pro-
teins were successfully purified and the associated proteins were
isolated and identified. Later, the same research group performed
the first genome-wide screen for protein complexes in budding
yeast to investigate the organization of the eukaryotic cellular
machinery [11]. At the same time, a different group also utilized
TAP in a large-scale study involving yeast [12]. They successfully
purified 2357 proteins from 4562 different tagged proteins, and
revealed 7123 protein–protein interactions for 2708 proteins.
These studies yielded results that were able to provide a deep in-
sight into the functional and organizational network of proteins
in cells.

In the case of a given protein, the TAP procedure could also be
used to investigate protein interactions. For example, Krogan
et al. [13] used the TAP strategy to systematically describe the
interactions of 25 putative yeast transcription elongation factors.
In addition to known or suspected interactions, the results re-
vealed novel protein–protein interactions and new polypeptides
involved in transcriptional elongation in S. cerevisiae. However, it
is not known whether all these identified transcription elongation
factors can combine into a transcription complex simultaneously
and whether a certain factor can associate with the transcription
complex all the time. These issues cannot be explained by the
TAP strategy. The results from the TAP system only demonstrated
the total interaction network rather than time-dependent interac-
tions. In studies attempting to decipher the 26S proteasome inter-
action networks in vivo from budding yeast [14], a total of 64
putative interactions were identified. In another study, TAP analy-
sis uncovered 102 previously known and 179 possible interacting
proteins for 21 tagged proteins involved in transcription and pro-
gression during mitosis [15]. Among these interactions, a new
interacting protein of Swi2p/Snf2p was revealed. Honey et al.
[16] used a tagged protein as bait to purify an active Clb2-Cdc28
kinase complex from yeast cell lysate by TAP. Following identifica-
tion by mass spectrometry, four proteins were found to be associ-
ated with this complex.

It is possible to use the TAP protocol not only in S. cerevisiae, but
also in Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Several known associated part-
ners of the cyclin-dependent kinase were eluted with the bait pro-
tein by the TAP process [17]. Furthermore, Arp2p was used to
isolate the Arp2/3 complex using the TAP strategy [18]. This was
the first time the Arp2/3 complex was biochemically identified in
S. pombe. Cipak et al. [19] purified proteins which associated with
two evolutionarily conserved proteins, Swi5 and Sfr1, from S. pom-
be and revealed two different Swi5-containing protein complexes
for the first time. Furthermore, the TAP strategy could be used to
isolate protein complexes in Candida albicans [20].



Table 1
Representative applications of the TAP method.

Protein complex Bait protein Tandem tag Organism Proteins
identified

Functional pathway Reference

RNA polymerase II
elongation factors

15 proteins Protein A, CBP Yeast 25 Transcriptional elongation [13]

Cyclin-dependent kinase
complex

Cdc2p Protein A, CBP Yeast 3 Orchestrating cell cycle [17]

Arp2/3 complex Arp2p Protein A, CBP Yeast 6 Nucleation [18]
Swi 5 containing complex Swi 5 Protein A, CBP Yeast 4 Mating-type switching and homologous

recombination regulation
[19]

Spetin complex CaCDC11 His, FLAG Yeast 4 Cytokinesis, virulence [20]
DNA-dependent protein

kinase
Ku70, Ku80 Protein G, SBP Human cells Many Multiple [22]

Human cytomegalovirus
protein kinase

UL97 Protein A, Protein C Human cell 1 Human cytomegalovirus replication [24]

ADAP ADAP S-tag, Strep II Human cells Many Integrin adhesion regulation [25]
Many Spartin Protein A, CBP Human cells 94 Multiple [26]
Parkin-associated complex Parkin streptavidin-binding

peptide, CBP
Human cells 14 Regulation mitochondrial activity [27]

Many 32 proteins Protein A, CBP Human cells Many mRNA formation [28]
MCM complex MCM-BP Protein A, CBP Human cells 5 Initiation of DNA replication [29]
Resistance protein N

containing complex
Resistance
protein N

ProteinA, Myc, His Nicotiana
benthamiana

1 Plant defense [35]

Many 6 proteins Protein A, CBP Arabidopsis 42 Cell division signaling [41]
Notch signaling complex 4 proteins Protein A, CBP Drosophila 400 Signaling pathway [44]
Thioredoxin associated

complex
Thioredoxin Protein A, CBP Escherichia coli 80 Multiple [47]

RecQ complex RecQ Protein A, CBP Escherichia coli 3 DNA unwinding [48]
RNP SrmB Protein A, CBP Escherichia coli 2 Ribosome assembly [49]
Microtubule-associated

protein
DdEB1,
DdCP224

Protein A, CBP Dictyostelium Many Multiple [52]

Arp2/3 complex pArc-34 Protein A, CBP Dictyostelium 6 Nucleation [53]
RNA polymerase I RPB6z Protein A, Protein C Trypanosome

brucei
3 Transcription [57]

Translation elongation
factor

PfEF-1b Protein A, Protein C Plasmodium
falciparum

4 Translation elongation [58]
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TAP in mammalian systems

Recent studies have shown that the TAP strategy is useful in
mammalian protein complex analysis. For instance, human
SMAD3 was fused to a TAP tag at the N-terminus and stably ex-
pressed in mammalian cells at appropriate levels [21]. Active
SMAD3 protein complex was purified from cell lysates, and
HSP70 was identified as a novel combination partner of SMAD3.
However, the TAP system used in this research employed a FLAG
tag for the second purification step, the elution conditions of
which was incompatible with the liquid chromatography-MS/MS
sequence application. An additional purification step may be
needed to eliminate this problem, which may lead to increased
labor time and greater sample loss. Ku70 and Ku80 [22], two
cofactors of the DNA-dependent protein kinase, were expressed
with TAP tags to uncover the partners of the DNA-dependent pro-
tein kinase complex in human HEK293 cells. Besides the identifi-
cation of new combining proteins, the two bait proteins, Ku70
and Ku80, were shown to form a complex at a ratio of 1:1. This
result is consistent with previous findings [23] and demonstrates
the advantage of TAP in simple quantity analysis. In human fore-
skin fibroblasts, Kamil et al. [24] showed that pp65, the virion
tegument phosphoprotein, was a major associated subunit of
cytomegalovirus protein kinase UL97. Taking the tagged adhesion
and degranulation promoting adaptor protein (ADAP) as bait [25],
several presumed associated partners including the cytoskeletal
proteins, DOCK2 and the guanine nucleotide exchange factor,
GEF-H1were isolated from T cells. In HEK293T cells, Milewska
et al. [26] suggested that spartin may have a role in protein fold-
ing both in mitochondria and the endoplasmic reticulum by using
the TAP process. Davison et al. [27] employed TAP to isolate and
identify components of Parkin complexes from stably transfected
HEK293 cells. As a result, 14 proteins were demonstrated to com-
bine with tagged Parkin, nine of which took part in mitochondrial
energy metabolism and glycolysis. This would suggest that Parkin
may act in regulating mitochondrial activity. To characterize sol-
uble human protein complexes containing key components of the
transcription and RNA processing machineries [28], 32 tagged
proteins including subunits of RNA polymerase II and basal tran-
scription factors were purified with their associated partners.
These interactions yielded a high-density protein interaction net-
work for the mammalian transcription machinery and revealed
multiple factors regulating the transcription machinery. It is note-
worthy that a large number of purified associated partners were
also tagged and subjected to the same procedure. The advantage
of this is that the reverse TAP can confirm the confidence of inter-
actions and enrich the interaction data set. In another study using
the TAP system in human cells, a new form of the minichromo-
some maintenance (MCM) complex was identified [29]. With
the aim of learning more about the Epstein-Barr nuclear anti-
gen-1 (EBNA1) protein, Holowaty et al. [30] expressed EBNA1 in
fusion with a TAP tag at the C-terminus in human 293T cells. Sev-
eral specific cellular protein interactions and some important reg-
ulating proteins were discovered. TAP also allows for purification
of protein complexes from mouse fibroblast cells growing in
monolayer cultures [31].

TAP in plants

Rohila et al. [32] were the first research group that successfully
applied the TAP protocol to isolate and purify protein complexes
from plants. By using a TAP-tagged hybrid transcription factor as
bait, HSP70 and HSP60 were co-purified. This result was consistent
with former reports [33,34]. In another study, Hsp90 was shown to
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associate with the plant resistance protein N through the TAP strat-
egy [35]. This result suggests that Hsp90 plays an important role in
plant defense [36,37]. Rivas et al. [38] employed TAP to investigate
Cf-9 protein function in initiating defense signaling. The TAP stud-
ies described above were carried out in a transient expression sys-
tem of Nicotiana benthamiana.

In 2005, the TAP system was utilized to purify a protein com-
plex from stably transformed Arabidopsis thaliana for the first time
[39]. The components of the CSN complex were all co-purified with
CSN3-TAP. The TAP strategy utilized a constitutive promoter,
which allowed for over-expression of TAP fusion proteins. The
strength of this method is that over-expression increases incorpo-
ration of the tagged protein into a protein complex, when the
tagged protein is the essential component of a complex or a mutant
and suppressed expression for the target protein is not available. In
a different study, TAP tagged fatty acid synthase components were
utilized to investigate protein interactions in vivo from stably
transfected A. thaliana [40]. In addition to the application of TAP
to a whole, strategies have also been developed for A. thaliana cell
suspension cultures to investigate a protein–protein interaction
map surrounding six core cell cycle proteins [41].

Purification of protein complexes by TAP was demonstrated to
be effective in rice [42], in which 95% of TAP-tagged rice protein
kinases were recovered from transgenic rice plants. This result
suggested that the TAP method could be utilized in cereal crops.

TAP in Drosophila

In 2003, Forler et al. [43] successfully expressed TAP-tagged
human proteins and purified their Drosophila melanogaster (Dm)
binding partners in Dm Schneider cells. The critical advantage in
this system is the combination of the TAP approach and double-
stranded RNA interference (RNAi). The introduction of RNAi can
suppress the expression of the corresponding endogenous proteins,
thereby avoiding competition from them during protein complex
assembly. But the complexes purified through this system con-
sisted of human bait protein and Dm binding partners, two differ-
ent source proteins, therefore validation of the interaction needed
support from previously published reports. In Drosophila cultured
cells and embryos, several components of the Notch signaling
pathway were tagged with a TAP tag to reveal many novel interac-
tions [44]. Throughout the TAP progress, Hsc70 and Hsp83 were
validated as cofactors of the Drosophila nuclear receptor protein
for the first time [45].

TAP in bacteria

In recent years, with the development of the TAP procedure, the
application of TAP was extended to purification of protein com-
plexes from bacteria. Gully et al. [46] first used the TAP protocol
in Escherichia coli to isolate native protein complexes. Kumar
et al. [47] have identified 80 proteins associated with thioredoxin
in E. coli suggesting that thioredoxin is involved in at least 26 dif-
ferent cellular processes including transcription regulation, cell
division, energy transduction, and some biosynthetic pathways.
RecQ DNA helicases are involved in DNA replication, recombina-
tion and repair machinery in all eukaryotes and bacteria. Shereda
et al. [48] employed the TAP approach to purify the RecQ com-
plexes. As a result, three heterologous proteins were co-purified
with TAP-RecQ: single-stranded DNA-binding proteins, exonucle-
ase I, and RecJ exonuclease. According to the amount of these three
binding proteins, the authors also classed these interactions as di-
rect or indirect. This may be a new application aspect of TAP in
interaction identification. SrmB, one of the five E. coli DEAD-box
proteins was discovered to form a specific ribonucleoprotein
(RNP) complex with r-proteins L4, L24 and the 50 region of 23S
rRNA using the TAP procedure [49]. Similar to the application of
the TAP method in global protein complexes analysis in yeast, a
large-scale analysis of protein complexes, which revealed a novel
protein interaction network in E. coli, was reported [50]. Besides
the application of the TAP method in E. coli, TAP was also carried
out in Thiocapsa roseopersicina [51].
TAP in other organisms

The efficiency of the TAP method in purification of protein com-
plexes and identification of interactions was also validated in other
organisms, such as Dictyostelium [52,53], Trypanosoma brucei [54–
57] and Plasmodium falciparum [58].
Diversity of TAP tags

Although the TAP system was originally developed in yeast, it
has been proven to successfully work in a broad range of organ-
isms. The classic ProtA-TEV-CBP tag is unable to provide high effi-
ciency for all given protein complexes. Thus several variations of
the TAP tag based on other affinity tags have been developed that
offer advantages in specific cases (Fig. 1B). The properties of these
basic affinity tags [59–62] are summarized in Table 2 to highlight
the advantages and disadvantages of corresponding recombinant
tags.

One type of variation is the replacement of the CBP tag that can-
not always efficiently recover protein complexes. For example,
when purifying protein complexes from mammalian cells growing
in monolayer cultures, a biotinylation tag is used as the second
affinity tag, taking advantage of the high biotin–avidin binding
affinity and resulting in an increased yield of the fusion protein
[31]. Another example where the CBP tag has been replaced with
a protein C epitope (ProtC) resulting in a new TAP tag, designated
PTP [63]. The advantage of this is that ProtC eliminates the ineffi-
ciency of the CBP tag and allows tagged proteins to be eluted either
by EGTA or by the ProtC peptide in cases where EGTA may irrevers-
ibly interfere with the metal-binding protein function. With re-
spect to isolation of active metal-binding proteins, another
replacement of the CBP moiety has been a 9�myc with a 6�His se-
quence [39]. This tag is known as a TAPa a tag and also contains a
human rhinovirus 3C protease cleavage site (HRV 3C) instead of
the original TEV site for elution from IgG beads. In contrast to
TEV protease, 3C protease still has enzymatic activity at 4 �C. These
modifications are thought to help to stabilize protein complex
structures and activities.

Another type of variation is a series TAP tags with smaller size.
The original TAP tag is large, at approximately 21 kDa, and this size
might impair the function of the tagged protein or interfere with
protein complex formation. Because of this, many affinity tags,
which range in size from 5 to 51 amino acids, can be used to re-
place of CBP or ProtA moiety [60]. One example of a smaller TAP
tag is the sequential peptide affinity tag made by substituting
3�FLAG for ProtA [64]. Replacement of the CBP with a spacer
and a single FLAG sequence is another example of a smaller tag
for TAP [21]. These FLAG-containing combination tags may reduce
the tag length and result in higher purity fusion proteins, but the
system of purification comes at a relatively high cost. Recently,
use of another alternative tandem affinity tag, composed of a
Strep-tag II and a FLAG tag (SF), has been published [65]. This SF
tag reduced the size of the TAP tag to 4.6 kDa. This smaller size
is less likely to disturb protein activity and structure. Because both
tags can be eluted under native conditions, the SF-TAP strategy al-
lows purification of protein complexes in less than 2.5 h. Another
similar tandem combination of FLAG-tag-Strep-tag II has been
developed to purify protein complexes efficiently from Thiocapsa



Table 2
Properties of some commonly used affinity tags.

Affinity tag Length Binding matrix Elution condition Comments

Staphylococcus
protein A
(ProtA)

58 aa IgG TEV cleavage Protein A binds to IgG with high affinity. Elution needs low pH, so cleavage is
recommended for elution. The large size may impair the function and structure of
tagged protein

Calmodulin-
binding
domain (CBP)

26 aa Calmodulin EGTA or EGTA with 1 M
NaCl

Tight binding of CBP to calmodulin permits stringent washing to remove almost all non-
specific binding proteins. CBP tag may be unsuitable for purification in mammalian cells,
because calmodulin interacts with many endogenous proteins. Elution with chelating
agents may disturb metal-binding protein activity

Biotinylation tag 15 aa Avidin Biotin The biotinylation tag has high-affinity binding to biotin. But this strategy requires co-
transfection of BirA gene in the same host cell

Protein C epitope
(ProtC)

12 aa Anti-protein C
affinity matrix

EGTA or ProtC peptide When EGTA may interfere with protein function, ProtC peptide can be chose for elution

c-myc tag 10 aa Anti-myc
monoclonal
antibody

Low pH c-myc tag is rarely expected to hamper protein activity and structure. It is widely used in
monitoring expression of recombinant protein but is seldom applied for purification

His tag 6 or 9
aa

Ni2+–NTA Imidazole His tag is widely employed for purification with immobilized metal-affinity
chromatography. Relatively small size rarely affects protein function and folding. His tag
can provide high purification yield, but can not eliminate all contaminant. Proteins
containing EDTA and EGTA may not be purified using it

FLAG (or
3 � FLAG)

8 (or
22) aa

Anti-FLAG
monoclonal
antibody

FLAG peptide or low pH FLAG tag can provide high purity to protein purification and can be removed by
enterokinase. Small size tag gives little opportunity to impair tagged protein activity and
structure. The monoclonal antibody binding matrix is not very stable and is expensive

Strep-tag II 8 aa Strep-Tactin Desthiobiotin Strep-tag II can bring high yield and purity to protein purification. The purification
conditions are highly variable. Strep II tag is less likely interferes with target protein
property, but it was shown to interfere with the crystallization of one particular enzyme

S-tag 15 aa S protein Guanidine thiocyanate,
citrate, magnesium
chloride

S-tag exhibits high-affinity binding to S protein and also can be used for detecting
expression level of fusion proteins. Elution conditions are extremely harsh, e.g. low pH,
so it is recommended to elute with protease cleavage

Streptococcus
protein G
(ProtG)

60 aa IgG TEV cleavage ProtG shows a slightly higher affinity for a broader rang of immunoglobulins than
Protein A and also with a large size

Streptavidin-
binding
peptide (SBP)

38 aa Streptavidin Biotin SBP tag has a strong binding to streptavidin and enables proteins purified with high
yield and purity

Hemagglutinin
(HA)

9 aa Anti-HA
monoclonal
antibody

HA peptide or low pH HA tag is often used for detecting expression level of fusion protein, rarely used for
purification
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roseopersicina [51]. Lehmann et al. [25] developed a novel S3S tag
comprising a S-tag, a HRV 3C and a Strep-tag II. The S3S tag with
a size of 4.2 kDa fulfils the requirements of specificity, high yield
and no adverse effects on protein function. Nevertheless, it is
doubtful as to whether large tags actually disturb the function of
tagged proteins. It would appear that the majority of proteins
tagged with the original protA-TEV-CBP tag remain functional,
and even small proteins such as acyl-carrier protein (<10 kDa)
[46] and thioredoxin (�12 kDa) [47] can be used as bait to purify
protein complexes.

In addition to those described above, there are a variety of
other TAP tags that are largely different from the classic TAP
tag. Bürckstümmer et al. [22] designed a new TAP tag, designated
as GS tag, to enable a 10-fold increase in protein-complex yield.
This tag comprised two copies of IgG-binding units of protein G
from Streptococcus sp. (ProtG) and a streptavidin-binding peptide
(SBP). The GS tag was able to purify recombinant proteins with
high efficiency and purity. The disadvantage was the size of the
GS tag, at approximately 19 kDa, which is comparable to the ori-
ginal TAP tag. In a recently published paper, a new tandem affin-
ity tag, the HB tag [14], consisting of two 6�His motifs and a
biotinylation signal peptide has been developed. The advantage
of the HB tag is that it is compatible with in vivo cross-linking
to purify protein complexes under fully denaturing conditions.
In vivo cross-linking is beneficial to detect transient and weak
protein–protein interactions. A useful derivative of the HB tag is
the HTB tag, which includes a TEV cleavage site allowing for pro-
tease-driven elution from streptavidin resins [66]. Honey et al.
[16] have designed a CHH tag consisting of a CBP, 6�His residues
and three copies of the hemagglutinin (3�HA). Theoretically, this
tag permits two or three purification steps resulting in very high
purity. However, the 3�HA peptide is usually used to detect the
expression levels of tagged proteins with its commercially avail-
able antibody. In practice, the elution buffer for the calmodulin
resin is incompatible with binding to the Ni2+ resin. Although buf-
fer exchange may solve this problem, it results in a significant
loss of yield. The combination of CBP and His tags is generally
not recommended. As for purification of associated proteins from
Drosophila tissues, Yang et al. [45] have shown that the 3�FLAG–
6�His tag provided yields in the 10–20% range, while the original
ProtA-TEV-CBP tag only provided yields of around 1%. At the
same time, a similar combination of His and FLAG epitope was
constructed to isolate protein complexes from pathogenic fungus
[20]. The HPM tag, another bipartite affinity tag, consisting of
9�His, 9�myc epitope and two copies of HRV 3C between them
was successfully applied in yeast [15].
Problems and future prospects

The TAP method has been successfully used for purification and
identification of protein complexes and complex components both
in prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. However, in a practical
situation, some inherent shortcomings of the method have been
uncovered. In a systematic analysis of the yeast proteome, Gavin
et al. [10] found that they were unable to isolate and identify inter-
acting proteins in 22% of purified tagged proteins and were unable
to purify all of the tagged proteins. They ascribed this failure to the
intrinsic quality of the TAP tag. The classic TAP tag added to a
target protein may interfere with protein function, location and
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complex formation. In this situation, a simple alternative solution
is to add the tag at the other terminal of the protein or to replace
the original tag with another novel TAP tag. A relatively low effi-
ciency of purification for proteins at the CBP affinity step for some
protein complexes proved to be problematic because many endog-
enous proteins of mammalian cells interact with calmodulin in a
calcium-dependent manner [67,68]. This can be resolved by
replacing the CBP tag with other affinity tags, such as the FLAG se-
quence [21,65], ProtC [63] and biotinylation tag [31]. The main
challenge facing the TAP strategy comes from the competition of
endogenous proteins with the tagged protein in protein complex
assembly. Therefore, the use of RNAi to reduce the expression level
of endogenous proteins has been shown to be a great aid in insect
cell systems [43]. However, when the target protein is essential
and a mutant of it might be harmful and lethal, the over-expres-
sion strategy is a perfect strategy to obtain a protein complex con-
taining the tagged target protein [39,42,69].

It is thought that the TAP approach is not a powerful tool to de-
tect transient interactions. Therefore, an in vivo cross-linking step
is added to freeze both weak and transient interactions taking
place in intact cells before lysis [14,32]. The cross-linking method
has been widely used in the investigation of protein-DNA and pro-
tein–protein interactions [70–77].

Although the two sequential purification steps of the TAP meth-
od largely reduce the background resulting from non-specific pro-
tein binding compared to a single purification step, these
contaminants cannot be removed completely. Collins et al. [78]
have compared the results from the two large-scale studies of pro-
tein complexes in yeast [11,12] and found the two datasets shared
very low degrees of overlap. The major difference between the two
datasets was mainly caused by non-specific interactions. The prob-
lem of non-specifically interacting proteins can be overcome by
comparing several interaction datasets [79], using stable-isotope
labeling by amino acids in cell culture [80,81] or isotope-coded
affinity tag [82], thereby completely eliminating false-positive
interactions.

The TAP system is considered to be inefficient in identifying
interactions occurring only in special physiological states or those
which occur for a short period. Whether the TAP tag impairs pro-
tein function and complex assembly also remains largely unknown
and speculative. These disadvantages may affect its application in
such instances.

Understanding protein function is a major goal in biology.
Although the TAP method has some inherent shortcomings, it is
undoubtedly a reasonable system for use in purification of protein
complexes and identification of protein–protein interactions. In
addition to identifying interactions between proteins, the TAP
method could be used to characterize and verify interactions be-
tween protein and DNA or between protein and RNA [83]. At the
same time, the TAP method can also be used to analyze the effect
of mutants on protein interaction and association, possibly result-
ing in the discovery of binding sites. Protein purification under
near-physiological conditions through the TAP strategy is compat-
ible with functional studies and this advantage allows for mapping
of large-scale functional interaction networks. As the procedures
and conditions used during the TAP process do not vary greatly
among different proteins, the results that are generated by this
method should be compiled in a database in order to provide com-
parable and detailed information on the potential and confirmed
functions of proteins, as well as the composition of protein com-
plexes and even the structure and activity of protein complexes.
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